Gelpi Lumbar Retractors

Deep Gelpi Retractor
90° angle
1x1 blunt points, speedlock

40.8608  10 1/2”  3” working ends
40.8610  10 1/2”  4” working ends
40.8612  10 1/2”  5” working ends

40.8628  12”  3” working ends
Deep Gelpi Retractor
45° angle
1x1 blunt points, speedlock
Gelpi Lumbar Retractors

WL = Working Length

40.8670  7 3/4", 4 1/2" WL
Reactor, Deep Gelpi
90° angle, 1x1 blunt points ratchet

40.8648  13", 3 1/2" WL
Deep Gelpi Retractor
45° angle, 4 sharp prongs speedlock

40.8632  10 1/2", 2" WL
40.8638  10 1/2", 3 1/2" WL
40.8640  10 1/2", 4" WL
40.8642  10 1/2", 5" WL
Deep Gelpi Retractor
90° angle, 4 sharp prongs speedlock
Gelpi Lumbar Retractors

Product Number: 1-55370
Wiltse Gelpi Retr 11” 1x1

Product Number: 1-74112400
Wiltse Gelpi Retractor. 4”.